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Latta, SC- November 29, 2018 - Diversified Plastics Inc., a leading international rotational molder based out of Latta, South 
Carolina, introduces new spa step product.

In 2017, Diversified Plastics Inc., also known as DPI, acquired Atlanta Rotomolding, Inc. This acquisition and the addition of 
more equipment has helped to expand DPI’s product lines, including the new spa step product.

In addition to a variety of other plastic products, this new spa step product is a tough plastic which is rotomolded into a
one-piece design. The steps have a sturdy-slip resistant texture and maintenance free characteristics. 

For maximum usability, these steps also have a top shelve dry storage compartment, along with duel cylinder storage that can 
be used for planters or to hold your favorite beverage. The spa steps are offered in a variety of color choices, including Brown 
Stone, Gray Granite, Royal Blue, and Black. The colors are UV protective to prevent fading and resilient to weather conditions.

“We are eager to offer spa steps that are aesthetically pleasing and functional. These steps have been manufactured with 
durability in mind, so that people can use them for their hot tubs, pools, workshops, boats, spas, or any general use for years 
to come,” states Tommy Wallace, President of Diversified Plastics. 

Since 1976, Diversified Plastics has been the leading rotational molding manufacturer of custom and standard material 
handling carts and plastic storage containers. DPI specializes in plastic material handling carts for the industrial, textile, 
hospitality, laundry, agricultural and marine industries, plus waste and recycling plastic containers for restaurants, sports 
venues and stadiums, apartment and condominium complexes, and corporate offices.

In addition to providing custom plastic material handling solutions and waste containers for any application, DPI’s diverse 
product assortment includes bulk material handling carts, plastic utility carts, laundry carts, bulk containers, tote boxes, round 
containers, spring platform trucks, elevated carts, easy access carts, tilt trucks and more.

To contact Diversified Plastics, call 1-800-768-7636 or email sales@dpiroto.com. Visit dpiroto.com for more information.
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